SOUVENIRS OF WINTER

Ice, unseasonably early rains, and winter traffic — all are likely to leave marks on golf course turf. Here, through the camera of O. J. Noer, are photos of typical winter damage.

(Top left) A heavy rain before all frost disappeared took soil from under turf and caused these "washes.”
(Center left) Close-up of same area, showing sod removed to allow replacement of washed-out soil.
(Bottom left) Grass on green damaged by ski marks at Toronto. (Top right) Treatments of calomel-corrosive mixture were not continued up to crest of green’s back apron; melting snow carried infection back onto green, after washing off protective fungicide. (Center right) Close-up of mild snow-mold attack; note difference in type of spots and amount of damage. (Bottom right) Severe attack of snow mold; reseeding or resodding will be necessary on worst spots.
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